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About Me
Hi! My name is Robin Jowett, and I am currently a Law Student. I have
spent the last year as a Class Rep in the SU and I have heard and helped
you with your concerns. Consequently, I know how the SU works. I am
committed to Student Voice, and working towards finding solutions for
your problems. Being on the Law School Staff Student Forum has shown
me the benefit of working alongside university staff to solve problems in a
meaningful way. I firmly believe that this has helped me to develop the
necessary skills to be your next Law College Officer, and to make the Law
School a better place.
Haigh, a chairde! Is mise Robin Jowett, agus is mac léinn dlí mé. Chaith mé
bliain anuas mar Ionadaí Ranga in Aontas na Mac Léinn - d'éist mé libh
agus chuidigh mé libh chun bhur bhfadhbanna a réiteach. Mar thoradh,
tuigim feidhmiú an tAontas Mac Léinn. Táim tiomanta do Ghlór an Mac
Léinn, agus d'obair ar son do chuid fadhbanna. Ina theannta sin, bhí mé ar
an bhfóram scoile an dlí. Thug sé seo tuiscint dom ar obair le foireann
scoile an dlí chun fadhbanna mac léinn a réiteach. Creidim gur thug an
taithí seo na scileanna suntasacha dom chun a bheith tofa mar Oifigeach
Scoile an Dlí, agus chun an Scoil a fheabhsú daoibh.
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I stand for:
1

Student Voice

2

Mental Health

3

Fair Representation

@robinforlaw

robinforlaw@gmail.com

My Manifesto
As Law College Officer, I would prioritise student well-being and promote
positive mental health. I would strive to organise conversation times where
Law students can connect with their peers, organise speakers from mental
health organisations, such as Pieta House, and publicise Study Tips to create
and foster community among students at exam times.

I aim to work with the Law School and LawSoc to organise Career Fairs and
Networking Events. I would also work to ensure the representation of smaller
firms and make space for the exploration of other careers outside the Legal
Profession.

I have seen through my work as a Class Rep in the SU, as Class Rep on the
Student Staff Forum and as a participant in a Focus Group that there is a lack
of clarity on Academic Advisory. As Law College Officer, I would focus on
finding a solution that works for both students and staff and work with the
Academic Advisory strategy group to help find this solution.

We are students. It is also important that we prioritise our enjoyment and
relaxation as well! Creating and finding a community in the School of Law is
central to our student experience in UCD. As Law College Officer, I will
coordinate with Class Reps to organise and plan social events, nights out and
day trips for us.

As Law College Officer, I promise to listen to everyone and to hear what they
have to say. I will promote an atmosphere that encourages students to bring
forward and highlight their queries and concerns, I will do my best to solve
them on your behalf. I respect and will continue to respect all members of
the Law School and the wider UCD community.

Let’s get microwaves into Sutherland, so that Law Students can heat their food in
the comfort of their own school! As Law College Officer, I would work to get
microwaves installed in the atrium of Sutherland and liaise with campus services
to realise this goal.

It is unacceptable that there are no
plugs available in L023 (also known as
‘the big lecture theatre’) in Sutherland.
As Law College Officer, I would build on
the excellent foundation that the
current Law College Officer has put in
place and, ultimately, I will work towards
installing plugs, assisting students in
their learning and their educational
development.

"I'm Robin, and my goal is to ensure
that you have a happier, more positive
student experience in the Law School."

